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 . w xLet k be a field of characteristic not two, let f x , x g k x , x be anh 0 1 0 1
irreducible homogeneous polynomial and denote the ring of elements of degree
w x w xzero in the homogeneous localization k x , x by k x , x . For deg f s 3 it0 1 f 0 1  f . hh h
w xis proved that the composition algebras over k x , x not containing zero0 1  f .h
 .divisors are defined over k and that there is at most one split composition algebra
w xnot defined over k. For deg f s 4 all composition algebras over k x , x areh 0 1  f .h
enumerated and partly classified. Q 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
There are only a few examples of rings where all composition algebras
can be classified or can at least be listed. Because there exist composition
algebras which cannot be realized by a Cayley]Dickson doubling in the
w xgeneralized sense described by H. P. Petersson in 4, 2.5 , and because
there also exist octonion algebras which cannot be constructed out of a
w xtorus as explained by M. L. Thakur in 8 , composition algebras over
arbitrary rings are difficult to understand.
w x w xThis paper is a continuation of the work presented in 5, 6 . In 5 the
general theory of composition algebras over rings of genus zero was
w xdeveloped, and in 6 it was applied to investigate these algebras over the
w x   .  . j  . <  .ring k x , x [ g x , x rf x , x g k x , x j G 0, g x , x g0 1  f . 0 1 h 0 1 0 1 0 1hw x  j. 4k x , x and deg grf s 0 for an irreducible homogeneous polynomial0 1 h
w xf g k x , x of degree two, where k is a field of characteristic not two.h 0 1
w xHere, the theory presented in 5 is used to obtain results on composi-
w x  . w xtion algebras over the rings k x , x where f x , x g k x , x is an0 1  f . h 0 1 0 1h
arbitrary irreducible homogeneous polynomial of degree either 3 or 4. The
most important feature of these rings is their close relation to the projec-
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1 w x 1tive line P s Proj k x , x : Let P g P be a closed point with P / `,k 0 1 0 k 0
deg P s d. P is represented by the principal ideal generated by an0 0
 . w xirreducible homogeneous polynomial f x , x g k x , x of degree dh 0 1 0 1
1  4 w x w  .xand P y P ( Spec k x , x by 1, II.2.5 b .k 0 0 1  f .h
For deg P s 3 the composition algebras over the corresponding ring0
turn out to be all defined over k with one possible exception given by a
split quaternion algebra. This is the content of Section 2.
However, for deg P s 4 this is not the case. The composition algebras0
over the corresponding ring prove to behave similarly to those over the
w x  . w xring k x , x with f x , x g k x , x of degree two which were0 1  f . h 0 1 0 1h
w xinvestigated in 6 . This is shown in Section 3. In particular, every composi-
tion algebra of rank ) 1 over this ring can again be realized by a general-
ized Cayley]Dickson doubling of a composition subalgebra of half rank
 .defined over k Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 .
A special role is played by the quadratic field extensions of k which are
 .isomorphic to a subfield of the residue class field k P at P , and by0 0
 .those quaternion division algebras which are split over k P . Viewed as0
composition algebras over R defined over k, any Cayley]Dickson doubling
of these algebras turns out to be an algebra which itself is defined over k,
 .or a split quaternion algebra Proposition 3.7 . Hence it depends on the
Galois group of the polynomial f how the composition algebras over this
ring look.
w xMany of the arguments used are similar to those in 5, 6 and hence we
are brief in our presentation. For the convenience of the reader, however,
we have included the basic definitions and some statements of the main
w xtheorems on composition algebras over rings of genus zero from 5 in
w xSection 1, as well as some notations taken from 5, 6 . We use the standard
w xterminology of algebraic geometry from Hartshorne 1 and the theory of
w xcomposition algebras over locally ringed spaces as presented in 4 .
1. TERMINOLOGY
Let R be a commutative associative ring with a unit element. A unital
nonassociative R-algebra C which is finitely generated projective of con-
stant rank ) 0 as an R-module is called a composition algebra if there
exists a quadratic form N: C ª R satisfying the following two conditions:
 .  .i Its induced symmetric bilinear form N: C = C ª R, N u, ¨ [
 .  .  .N u q ¨ y N u y N ¨ is nondegenerate, i.e., it determines an R-mod-
;  .ule isomorphism C ª Hom C, R .R
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 .  .  .  .ii N u¨ s N u N ¨ for all u, ¨ g C.
Composition algebras over rings are quadratic alternative algebras. The
quadratic form N on C satisfying the previous conditions agrees with the
norm of the quadratic algebra C and therefore is uniquely determined. N
is called the norm of C and is denoted by N . The map U : C ª C,C
U  .u [ N 1 , u 1 y u, which is an algebra involution, is called the canoni-C C C
cal in¨olution on C. Composition algebras over rings only exist in ranks 1,
2, 4, or 8, where they are called torus, quaternion, or octonion algebra,
respectively. They are invariant under base change. R [ R together with
 ..the hyperbolic norm N x, y s xy is a torus. A composition algebra over
R is called split if it contains a composition subalgebra isomorphic to
R [ R.
1 w xLet k be a field of characteristic not two and let P g P s Proj k x , x0 k 0 1
be a closed point of degree d with P / `, represented by the principal0
ideal domain generated by an irreducible homogeneous polynomial
 . w x 1  4 w xf x , x g k x , x of degree d. Then P y P s Spec k x , x andh 0 1 0 1 k 0 0 1  f .hw x   .  . j  . <an easy calculation shows that k x , x ( g t rf t g k t j G 0 and0 1  f .h
 . w x 4g t g k t of deg g F dj \ R for t [ x rx , where we may assume that0 1
 .  . w xf t [ f t, 1 g k t is a monic irreducible polynomial of degree d.h
 .  .The ring R is a Dedekind domain with quotient field Quot R s k t
= =  .\ K. The invertible elements of R are R s k and Pic R ( Cl R ( Zd
w x w xby 1, II.6.4, 6.5 . By 5, 4.3 every composition algebra over R containing
 .zero divisors is split and isomorphic to R [ R, to End R [ L forR
 .L g Pic R or to Zorn's algebra of vector matrices Zor R .
Now let C be a composition algebra over R of rank r which is not
w xdefined over k and has no zero divisors. Using the terminology from 5 let
ÄC [ C be the composition algebra over X [ Spec R determined by C,
and define X X [ P1. For the maximal O X-order CX in CX [ C m Kk X R
X <extending C , i.e., C s C , we have the inequality,X
d
X X X0r ) h X , C G x C s r 1 y , ) .  .  . /4
 X. 0 X X. 1 X X. Xwhere x C [ h X , C y h X , C is the Euler characteristic of C
w x.  X X.5, 3.2, 3.4 . G X , C m R is a composition subalgebra of C which is,k
up to isomorphism, the only composition subalgebra of C of rank s [
0 X X . w x.h X , C defined over k 5, 3.8 .
It is easy to verify that C contains a composition subalgebra of rank s
X s  .X Xwhich is defined over k if and only if C ( O [ O m [ ??? [X X sq1
 . 0 X X.XO m for m , . . . , m g Z, m F y1. In particular, s s h X , C gX r sq1 r i
 4 X X1, 2, 4 follows immediately. Moreover, C is a quadratic alternative O -X
X  w xXalgebra whose norm N is degenerate exactly at P g X see 4 for theC 0
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definition of quadratic alternative O X-algebras or composition algebrasX
X. X 1 Xover X . Define the structure morphism of X s P by s : X ª Spec k.k
The notations fixed here will be used throughout the next sections. For
the concept of the generalized Cayley]Dickson doubling of a composition
w x w xalgebra over a ring the reader is referred to 4, 2.3,2.4, 2.5 or to 6, 1.2 .
The definition of ramified and unramified composition algebras over
 . w x w xK s k t can be found in 4, 6.2 or 6, 1.4 .
In this paper we will investigate the cases where d s deg P equals 3 or0
4. It is clear that many of the arguments are also applicable to higher
degrees, but achieving a classification seems to become more and more
tedious.
2. THE CASE d s 3
 . w xLet f t g k t be a monic irreducible polynomial of deg f s 3. We will
see that all composition algebras over the ring,
g t . w xR s g k t j G 0, g t g k t of deg g F 3 j .  .j 5f t .
are defined over k, with the possible exception of one quaternion algebra.
 4Define Pic R [ R, L , L .1 2
Every composition algebra which contains zero divisors is split and
 .  .isomorphic to R [ R, to Mat R , to End R [ L for i s 1, 2, or to2 R i
w xZorn's algebra of vector matrices. Using 4, 2.8 we observe that
R L R L1 2End R [ L ( ª ( End R [ L .  .R 1 R 2 /  /L R L R2 1
t U
a u a u b y¨¬ s  / /  / yu a¨ b ¨ b
is an algebra isomorphism. It remains an open question whether End RR
.  .[ L is also isomorphic to Mat R , or whether it is not defined over k.1 2
In the latter case it will turn out to be the only such composition algebra
over R.
Both L and L are not self-dual because of Pic R ( Z and therefore1 2 3
do not have norm one. Hence each torus over R is a classical
 .Cayley]Dickson doubling of R itself and isomorphic to Cay R, m (
 . = =Cay k, m m R for a suitable m g k s R , i.e., defined over k. Before wek
can prove that this is also true for nonsplit quaternion algebras over R, we
need the following.
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2.1 LEMMA. Any Cayley]Dickson doubling of a nonsplit torus o¨er R is
defined o¨er k.
Proof. Let T be such a torus. Then T s kX m R for a quadratic fieldk
X  . Xextension k of k. Because f t remains irreducible over k we again get
 . w xPic T ( CL T ( Z by 1, II.6.4, 6.5 and because R is Dedekind, it is3
easy to verify that the canonical map Pic R ª Pic T is injective. In
 4particular, it follows that Pic T [ T , Q , Q where we may assume that1 2
Q s L m T and that Q ( L [ L is an R-module, for i s 1, 2. How-i i R i i i
ever, Q does not have norm one: Otherwise there exists a quaternioni
2 2 4 2algebra over R with R-module structure T [ Q ( R [ L , and L R [i i
2 .  4 w  .x.L ( L \ R for i, j g 1, 2 , j / i. This cannot be 2, V. 4.3.1 . Thusi j
there only is the classical Cayley]Dickson doubling of T which is defined
= =over k because of k s R .
2.2 THEOREM. Any nonsplit quaternion algebra o¨er R is defined o¨er k.
Proof. Let C be a quaternion algebra over R which is nonsplit, i.e.,
without zero divisors. Assume that C is not defined over k. Then
 X X. 0 X X .G X , C m R is a composition subalgebra of C and h X , C sk
 X X.  4  .  X.dim G X , C g 1, 2 . By ) from Section 1 we know that x C sk
0 X X . 1 X X.h X , C y h X , C s 1.
0 X X.In case h X , C s 2 the algebra C contains a torus defined over k
and can be realized as a generalized Cayley]Dickson doubling of it. This
0 X X. 1 X X.contradicts Lemma 2.1. Thus h X , C s 1. It follows that h X , C s 0
X  .3 XX X X Xand that C ( O [ O y1 as an O -module. For the norm N of CX X X C
 : XX Xthis implies that N s 1 H N with an O -quadratic form N:XC X
 .3X X XO y1 ª O which is degenerate exactly at P . N induces an O -X X 0 X
3 3 Ï 3 .   . .   .X X X Xlinear map N: O y1 ª O y1 , that is N g Hom O y1 ,X X X X
 .3.   .. U  w x . w xX XO 1 s Mat O 2 ( s Mat k x , x , where k x , x are theX 3 X 3 0 1 2 0 1 2
w xhomogeneous elements of degree two in k x , x . Hence N is represented0 1
by a symmetric matrix,
a x , x , . .i j 0 1 1Fi , jF3
 . w xwith a x , x g k x , x , andi j 0 1 0 1 2
;
g t .i j
<N ( ,X  ; / /f t . 1F i , jF3
 .  . w x X <with g t [ a t, 1 g k t of deg g F 2. Because C s C it nowXi j i j i j
 :   .  .. :follows that N ( 1 H g t rf t . However, then det N sC i j 1F i, jF 3 C
  .. .  .3  .  .3 =det g t rf t \ h t f t f k , because deg g F 2 impliesi j 1F i, jF 3 i j
deg h F 6. This contradicts the fact that the norm N is nondegenerate.C
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We conclude that there is no nonsplit quaternion algebra over R which is
not defined over k.
2.3 LEMMA. Let C be an octonion algebra o¨er R which is not defined
o¨er k. Then C does not contain a quaternion algebra which is defined o¨er k.
 .Proof. C does not contain zero divisors. The inequality ) becomes
0 X X.  X . 0 X X.  48 ) h X , C G x C s 2 implying h X , C g 2, 4 . C contains a
0 X X .  1 X X. .torus defined over k if and only if h X , C s 2 and h X , C s 0 . C
0 X X.contains a quaternion algebra defined over k if and only if h X , C s 4
 1 X X. . 0 X X.and h X , C s 2 . Assume the latter. Then h X , C s 4 and
1 X X. X 4  .2  .2 X 4X X X Xh X , C s 2 yield C ( O [ O y2 [ O y1 or C ( O [X X X X
 .  .3X XO y3 [ O y1 .X X
 X X.Let D [ G X , C , then D m R is the quaternion subalgebra of C0 0
defined over k, and with D [ D m O X , we get CX s DX H PX where0 X
X  .2  .2 X  .  .3X X X XP s O y2 [ O y1 , respectively, P s O y3 [ O y1 isX X X X
X X X X  .canonically a right D -module via ?: P = D ª P , w, u ¬ w ? u, the
multiplication in CX.
X  .2  .2X XIn case P s O y2 [ O y1 this module structure induces anX X
O X-algebra homomorphism,X
DX op ª E nd X PX , .X
which, by passing to global sections, gives rise to a k-algebra homomor-
phism,
w xMat k Mat k x , x .  .2 2 0 1 1opD ª .0  /0 Mat k .2
Following this homomorphism with the projection to the upper left-hand
corner of the block matrices on the right yields a homomorphism Dop ª0
 .Mat k . Because D is a division algebra, this is a contradiction.2 0
X  .  .3X XIn case P s O y3 [ O y1 we analogously get a k-algebra ho-X X
momorphism,
w x w x w xk k x , x k x , x k x , x0 1 0 1 0 12 2 2
0opD ª ,0 0 Mat k .3 0
0
and following it with the projection to the upper left-hand corner of the
block matrices on the right yields a homomorphism w : Dop ª k which is a0
contradiction.
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2.4 THEOREM. Any octonion algebra o¨er R is defined o¨er k.
Proof. Assume that there exists an octonion algebra C which is not
defined over k. We may choose C to be without zero divisors, since
 .otherwise C ( Zor R .
0 X X .By the Proof of Lemma 2.3 we know that h X , C s 2 and that
1 X X. X 2  .6X Xh X , C s 0. Thus C ( O [ O y1 . Denoting the, up to isomor-X X
phism, uniquely determined subtorus of C which is defined over k by
X’ .  :X Xk e m R we observe that N s 1, ye H N with an O -quadraticXk C X
 .6X X Xform N: O y1 ª O . N induces an O -bilinear map N gX X X
  .6  .6. U  w x .X X XHom O y1 , O 1 ( s Mat k x , x and is thus representedX X X 6 0 1 2
by a symmetric matrix,
b x , x , . .i j 0 1 1Fi , jF6
 . w xwith b x , x g k x , x . Therefore,i j 0 1 0 1 2
;
s t .i j
<N ( ,X  ; / /f t . 1F i , jF6
 .  . w x  :where s t [ b t, 1 g k t have deg s F 2. Again N s 1, ye Hi j i j i j C
  .  ..:  .   ...  .6  .  .6 =s t rf t and det N s ye det s t rf t \ h t rf t f k ,i j C i j
because deg h F 12. This yields a contradiction.
 . w xNote that for an arbitrary monic irreducible f t g k t of odd degree d
  .  . j  . <  .it is also true that any torus over the ring g t rf t g k t j G 0, g t g
w x 4k t of deg g F jd is defined over k, and that any Cayley]Dickson dou-
bling of a nonsplit torus only results in quaternions which again are
defined over k. The proofs previously given can be used without change.
3. THE CASE d s 4
 . w xLet f t g k t be a monic irreducible polynomial of degree 4. We will
investigate the composition algebras over the ring,
g t . w xR s g k t j G 0, g t g k t of deg g F 4 j . .  .j 5f t .
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 4Define Pic R [ R, L , L , L with L denoting the element of order1 2 3 2
two. Every composition algebra containing zero divisors is split and is
 .  .isomorphic to R [ R, to Mat R , to End R [ L for i s 1, 2, 3, or to2 R i
 . w x  .  .Zor R . Again by 4, 2.8 we observe that End R [ L ( End R [ L .R 1 R 3
 .  .It remains an open question whether End R [ L and End R [ LR 1 R 2
are also isomorphic, and whether one or both are defined over k. Because
only L is self-dual it is the only nontrivial element in Pic R of norm one.2
Put L [ L .2
 .   .3.1 PROPOSITION. i As an R-module L is isomorphic to 1rf t ,
 . 2  ..trf t , t rf t , an ideal in R which is not principal.
 .ii There exists a unique nondegenerate quadratic form N : L ª R0
  ..  .   .. 2  .  2  .. 4  .satisfying N 1rf t s 1rf t , N trf t s t rf t , N t rf t s t rf t ,0 0 0
  .  ..  .   . 2  .. 2  .N 1rf t , trf t s 2 trf t , N 1rf t , t rf t s 2 t rf t , and0 0
  . 2  .. 3  .   .:N trf t , t rf t s 2 t rf t . N is a norm on L and N m K ( f t .K0 0 0
 .iii E¨ery torus o¨er R which is not defined o¨er k is isomorphic to
 . =Cay R, L, mN for a suitable m g k .0
Ä j .  . <   .  .XProof. i Because O y2 s L it follows that L s g t rf t gXX
 . <  . w x 4 w  .x.k t j ) 0 and g t g k t of deg g F 4 j y 2 1, II.5.11 b . A straight-
forward calculation yields that as an R-module L is isomorphic to the
  .  . 2  ..ideal 1rf t , trf t , t rf t .
 .  .ii The nondegenerate quadratic form N: K ª K given by N 1 s
 .  .f t satisfies N L ; R, therefore it induces a quadratic form N : L ª R0
  ..  .   .. 2  .  2  .. 4  .with N 1rf t s 1rf t , N trf t s t rf t , N t rf t s t rf t ,0 0 0
  .  ..  .   . 2  .. 2  .N 1rf t , trf t s 2 trf t , N 1rf t , t rf t s 2 t rf t , and with0 0
  . 2  .. 3  .  .  . j   .  . j .N trf t , t rf t s 2 t rf t . For any g t rf t g L, N g t rf t , y0 0
 .  . jy1is the multiplication with the element 2 g t rf t , thus N induces an0
Ï Ï y1   .  . <  . 4isomorphism L ª L , where L ( L s h t g k t k t L ; R s
  .  . j  . <  . w x 4g t rf t g k t j ) 0 and g t g k t with deg g F 4 j q 2 , and is non-
 . wdegenerate. The uniqueness is clear. The proof of iii is analogous to 6,
 .x2.5 iii .
w xLet S [ k x , x and denote by S the set of homogeneous elements of0 1 n
degree n in S.
3.2 THEOREM. Let C be a nonsplit quaternion algebra o¨er R not defined
o¨er k. Then C contains a torus which is defined o¨er k, and which is uniquely
determined up to isomorphism.
 . 0 X X .  X.Proof. The inequality ) here becomes 4 ) h X , C G x C s 0.
 X X.Because G X , C m R is a composition subalgebra of C we know that
0 X X .  4h X , C g 1, 2 .
0 X X. 1 X X. X XAssume first that h X , C s 1. Then h X , C s 1 and C ( O [X
 .  .2  : X  .X X X XO y2 [ O y1 . Furthermore, N s 1 H N with N s O y2XX X C X
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 .2X X X[ O y1 ª O is an O -quadratic form inducingX X X
2 2
X X X X XN g Hom O y2 [ O y1 , O 2 [ O 1 .  .  .  . .X X X X X
S S S4 3 3
S3U( s .
Mat S .2 2 0
S3
  ..Thus N is represented by a symmetric matrix a x , x wherei j 0 1 1F i, jF 3
 .  .a x , x g S for 2 F i, j F 3, a x , x g S for i s 2, 3 and j s 1,i j 0 1 2 i j 0 1 3
 .and a x , x g S .11 0 1 4
 :   .  .. :  .  .It follows that N s 1 H g t rf t with g t [ a t, 1C i j 1F i, jF 3 i j i j
w xg k t of deg g F 2 for 2 F i, j F 3, deg g F 3 for i s 2, 3 and j s 1,i j i j
 .and deg g F 4 similar to the Proof of Theorem 2.2 . This implies that11
  .. .  .3  .  .3 =det N s det g t rf t \ h t rf t f k , because deg h F 8,C i j 1F i, jF 3
and therefore is a contradiction.
0 X X. 1 X X .We conclude that h X , C s h X , C s 2 and that C contains a
torus defined over k which is uniquely determined up to isomorphism by
w x5, 3.8 .
3.3 LEMMA. Let C be as in Theorem 3.2. Then
2X 2
X XC ( O [ O y2 . .X X
0 X X. 1 X X. XProof. From h X , C s h X , C s 2 it follows that either C (
2  .  . X 2  .2X X X X XO [ O y3 [ O y1 or C ( O [ O y2 . Assume the first case,X X X X X
 X X. X X XXand let T [ G X , C , T [ T m O . We know that C ( T H0 0 X
 .  . X  .  .X X X XO y3 [ O y1 , and we know that Q [ O y3 [ O y1 is aX X X X
X X X X  .right T -module via Q = T ª Q , w, u ¬ uw, the multiplication in the
X  w x.Xquadratic alternative O -algebra C cf. 6, 3.3 . This module structureX
X op  X.X Xinduces a homomorphism T ª E nd Q of O -algebras and passingX X
op k S2 .to global section a k-algebra homomorphism T ª . However, it0 0 k
can be easily seen that there is no such homomorphism.
We get a similar result for octonion algebras. The arguments used in the
following proofs are almost exactly as the ones used before in Theorems
w x2.2 and 3.2, and 6 , hence we will be brief in our presentation.
3.4 THEOREM. Let C be an octonion algebra o¨er R not defined o¨er k.
Then C contains a quaternion algebra which is defined o¨er k and uniquely
determined up to isomorphism.
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 . 0 X X.  X.Proof. Using ) we know 8 ) h X , C G x C s 0 and so
0 X X . 1 X X.  4 0 X X. 1 X X.h X , C s h X , C g 1, 2, 4 . Assume that h X , C s h X , C
X  .  .6  :X X X Xs 1. Then C ( O [ O y2 [ O y1 and N ( 1 H N with N:X X X C
 .  .6X X XO y2 [ O y1 ª O being represented by a symmetric matrix,X X X
a x , x , . .i j 0 1 1Fi , jF7
 .  .where a x , x g S for 2 F i, j F 7, a x , x g S for i s 1, 2 Fi j 0 1 2 i j 0 1 3
 .  :   .j F 7, and a x , x g S . This implies that N s 1 H g t r11 0 1 4 C i j
 .. :  .  . w xf t with g t [ a t, 1 g k t of deg g F 2 for 2 F i, j F 7,1F i, jF 7 i j i j i j
deg g F 3 for i s 1, 2 F i, j F 7, and with deg g F 4. However, theni j 11
  .. .  .7  .  .7 =det N s det g t rf t \ h t rf t f k because deg h FC i j 1F i, jF 7
0 X X . 1 X X.16, a contradiction. Assume now that h X , C s h X , C s 2. Then
X 2  .  .5 X 2  .2  .4X X X X X XC ( O [ O y3 [ O y1 or C ( O [ O y2 [ O y1 . InX X X X X X
 : =Xthe first case N s 1, ye H N for a suitable e g k which is not aC
 .  .5X X Xsquare and N: O y3 [ O y1 ª O is represented by a symmetricX X X
matrix,
b x , x , . .i j 0 1 1Fi , jF6
 .  .with b x , x g S for 2 F i, j F 6, b x , x g S for i s 1, 2 Fi j 0 1 2 i j 0 1 4
 .  :   .j F 6, and with b x , x g S . This yields N s 1, ye H h t r11 0 1 6 C i j
 .. :  .  . w xf t with h t [ b t, 1 g k t of deg h F 2 for 2 F i, j F 6,1F i, jF 6 i j i j i j
deg h F 4 for 2 s 1, 2 F j F 6, and with deg h F 6. Again, det N si j 11 C
 .   .. .  .6  .  .6 =ye det h t rf t \ h t rf t f k because deg h F 16, ai j 1F i, jF 6
contradiction.
 :XNow consider the second case. Then N s 1, ye H N and N sC
 .2  .4X X XO y2 [ O y1 ª O is represented by a symmetric matrix,X X X
m x , x , . .i j 0 1 1Fi , jF6
 .  .with m x , x g S for 1 F i, j F 2, m x , x g S for i s 2, 3 andi j 0 1 4 i j 0 1 3
 .  :3 F j F 6, and m x , x g S for 3 F i, j F 6 implying N s 1, ye Hi j 0 1 2 C
  .  .. :  .  . w xl t rf t , where l t [ m t, 1 g k t has deg l F 3 fori j 1F i, jF 6 i j i j i j
i s 2, 3 and 3 F j F 6, deg l F 2 for 3 F i, j F 6 and deg l F 4 for 1 F i,i j i j
 .   .. .  .6  .  .6 =j F 2. Because det N s ye det l t rf t \ h t rf t f kC i j 1F i, jF 6
because of deg h F 20 this is a contradiction.
0 X X . 1 X X . w xIt remains the case that h X , C s h X , C s 4. Using 5, 3.8 the
assertion is thus proved.
3.5 LEMMA. Let C be as in Theorem 3.4. Then
4X 4
X XC ( O [ O y2 . .X X
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Proof. Let D m R be the quaternion algebra contained in C which is0
defined over k and is uniquely determined up to isomorphism by Theo-
rem 3.4. Define DX [ D m O X . Then again CX ( DX H PX and PX is a0 X
right DX-module with its module structure given by the multiplication in
CX. This structure induces an O X-algebra homomorphism DX op ªX
 X.XE nd P and passing to global sections a k-algebra homomorphism w :X
op  X  X.. 0 X X. 1 X X.XD ª G X , E nd P . Using h X , C s h X , C s 4 we get the0 X
following possibilities:
 . X  .  .3X Xi P s O y5 [ O y1 . ThenX X
k S S S4 4 4
0opw : D ª .0 0 Mat k .3 0
0
Using an analogous argument as in the Proof of Lemma 2.3 we can show
that such a homomorphism cannot exist.
 . X  .  .  .2X X Xii P s O y4 [ O y2 [ O y1 . ThenX X X
k S S S2 3 3
0 k S S1 1opw : D ª ,0
0 0 0Mat k .20 0
and following w with the projection to the lower right-hand corner of the
op  .block matrices on the right yields a homomorphism D ª Mat k . This0 2
cannot be, because D is a division algebra.0
 . X  .  .  .2X X Xiii P s O y3 [ O y1 [ O y2 . ThenX X X
k S S S2 1 1
0 0 0 0
opw : D ª ,0 S10 Mat k . 020 S1
and following w twice with the projection to the lower right-hand corner of
op  .the respective block matrices yields a homomorphism w : D ª Mat k0 2
which again cannot exist.
 . X  .2  .2X Xiv P s O y3 [ O y1 . ThenX X
Mat k Mat S .  .2 2 2
opw : D ª ,0 00 Mat k .2 00 0
op  .again yielding a homomorphism D ª Mat k which does not exist.0 2
X 4 .XThus P s O y2 is the only remaining possibility.X
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w xThe next theorem is proved analogously as 6, 3.3 . We only need to
  . s. U  .X Xknow Lemmata 3.3 and 3.5 as well as that E nd O y2 ( s Mat kX X s
 4for s g 2, 4 .
3.6 THEOREM. Let D be a composition di¨ ision algebra o¨er k of rank0
 4  .s g 2, 4 . There exists at most one element Q g Pic D m R of norm oner 0
 .such that Cay D m R, Q, N has no zero di¨ isors and is not defined o¨er k0 k
for a suitable norm N on Q.
Ãw x w xRecall from 4, 1.5, 6.2 or 6, 1.4 that K denotes the completion ofP
 .K s k t with respect to the k-discrete valuation of K corresponding with
X 1 Ã .a closed point P g X s P and that k P ( K denotes the correspond-k P
ing residue class field.
 .3.7 PROPOSITION. Let D be as in Theorem 3.6, and let D m k P be0 0 k 0
a split composition algebra. Then any Cayley]Dickson doubling of D m R is0 k
a composition algebra which is defined o¨er k or a split quaternion algebra.
 .Proof. Let C [ Cay D m R, P, N be an arbitrary Cayley]Dickson0 ’ .doubling of D m R. For s s 2 there is a quadratic field extension k e0
X’ .of k such that D s k e and we observe that w.l.o.g. C s C m K (0 R
  ..  . w x  4  .Cay K, e, g t for a square free g t g k t y 0 . If f t does not divide
 . X w x  w x.  .  .  .g t then C is unramified at P by 3, 2.2.3 cf. 6, 2.3 . If g t s f t h t0
 . w x  :  .  . :  :Xwith h t g k t then N ( 1, ye H f t h t 1, yc and 1, ye isKC
 . Xhyperbolic over k P by assumption. Therefore again C is unramified at0
w x  . XP by 3, 2.2.3 . For s s 4 write D s e, d . Then w.l.o.g. C s C m K s0 0 k R
  ..  . w x  4Cay K, e, d, g t for a square free g t g k t y 0 and similar to the
X w xcase l s 2 we find out that C is unramified at P by 3, 2.2.3 . The0
w xassertion now follows from 5, 2.7 and 2.8 .
 .From now on let l [ k P .0
 . =3.8 PROPOSITION. Let T [ Cay R, L, mN , m g k , be an arbitrary0
torus not defined o¨er k.
 .  . =a Cay T , e for e g k is not defined o¨er k and without zero di¨ isors
’ .if and only if e is not a square in k and k e is not isomorphic to a subfield
of l.
’ .  .   .   . ..b Cay T , e ( Cay k e m R, E , m N [ ye N for e¨ery e ge 0 0
= ’ .k which is not a square in k, and where k e is not a subfield of l.
Moreo¨er,
’ .  .i E s L [ L is an R-module and the right k e m R-modulee
structure of E is gi¨ en bye
w , w ? u , u s w u y ew u , w u y w u , .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2
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 .for w , w g L, u , u g R, where u , u g R [ R is identified with u1 2 1 2 1 2 1’ ’ .q e u g k e m R.2
 .  .  .  .ii N e : E ª R, N e [ N [ ye N is a norm on E .e 0 0 e
 .For the Proof of Proposition 3.8 a we need Proposition 3.1, as well as
w x  w x. w x w x  .3, 2.2.3 cf. 6, 2.3 and 5, 4.3 . It is then similar to the proof of 6 , 2.7 a
 .and will be therefore omitted here. The proof of Proposition 3.8 b is
w  .xcompletely analogous to the one of 6, 2.7 b .
3.9 COROLLARY. A nonsplit quaternion algebra o¨er R which is not
defined o¨er k is isomorphic to
’Cay k e m R , E , m N [ ye N , . . . .k e 0 0
’ .where k e is a torus o¨er k which is not isomorphic to a subfield of l, and
m g k=. It can also be realized as a classical Cayley]Dickson doubling of a
torus not defined o¨er k.
Proof. Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 3.8.
3.10 THEOREM. Let D be an arbitrary quaternion algebra without zero
’  .  ..di¨ isors o¨er R and not defined o¨er k, i.e., D s Cay k e m R, E , mN ee
= ’ .with m g k and k e a torus o¨er k not isomorphic to a subfield of l.
 . =  .  .a For d g k , Cay D, d is not defined o¨er k if and only if e, d isk
a di¨ ision algebra which remains a di¨ ision algebra o¨er l.
 .  .  . . =b Cay D, d ( Cay e, d m R, Q, N for each d g k such thatk
 .e, d is a di¨ ision algebra which remains a di¨ ision algebra o¨er l. Moreo¨er,k
 .  . .i Q g Pic e, d m R is a nontri¨ ial element of norm one withr k
 .Q s E [ E s L [ L [ L [ L as an R-module. The right e, d m R-e e k
module structure of Q is gi¨ en by
w , w ? u , u s w ? u y dw ? uU , w ? uU y w ? u , .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2
’ .  .for w , w g E , u , u g k e m R \ T. Here u , u g T [ T is canon-1 2 e 1 2 1 2
 .  .ically ¨iewed as an element of e, d m R s Cay T , d .k
 .  .  .  .ii N e [ yd N e : Q ª R is a norm on Q.
 . wFor the proof of Theorem 3.10 a we need Proposition 3.1, as well as 3,
x w  .x2.2.3 . It is similar to the proof of 6, 3.4 a and will be omitted here, too.
 .The proof of Theorem 3.10 b again is completely analogous to the one of
w  .x6, 3.4 b . We write F [ Q for the preceding nontrivial element. e, d.
3.11 COROLLARY. An octonion algebra o¨er R not defined o¨er k is
isomorphic to
Cay e, d m R , F , m N e [ yd N e , .  .  .  . . .k  e , d.
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 .for some di¨ ision algebra e, d which does not split o¨er l, and a suitablek
m g k=. It can also be realized as a classical Cayley]Dickson doubling of a
quaternion algebra o¨er R not defined o¨er k.
w xThe proof is the same as the one of 6, 3.6 , only here we use Theo-
rems 3.4, 3.6, Proposition 3.7,and Theorem 3.10. We now have a list of all
composition algebras over R. Going one step further we proceed to give
some results concerning a classification of these algebras. Note that the
composition algebras over R which are defined over k are classified
whenever those over k are.
Consider the Cayley]Dickson doublings of two composition algebras
 .D m R, D m R of rank - 8 and suppose that Cay D m R, P , N and1 k 2 k 1 1 1
 .Cay D m R, P , N are nonsplit and are not defined over k. Then2 2 2
 .  .Cay D m R, P , N are Cay D m R, P , N are not isomorphic unless1 1 1 2 2 2
D ( D by Theorems 3.2 and 3.4. It remains to investigate when two1 2
Cayley]Dickson doublings of the same algebra D m R are isomorphic.1
wThe arguments in the next two propositions are almost exactly as in 6,
x4.1 and 4.2 , thus we omit these proofs and refer the reader to the paper
w x6 and the corresponding proofs there.
 .  .3.12 PROPOSITION. 1 Let T [ Cay R, L, mN and let T [1 0 2
 . =Cay R, L, hN with m, h g k .0
= ’ ’ ’ ’ .  .  .  .  .i If c, e g k are no squares in k, k c \ k e , and k c , k e
 .are not isomorphic to subfields of l, then the algebras Cay T , c and1
 .Cay T , e both are not defined o¨er k and are not isomorphic.2
= ’ .  .ii For any e g k which is no square in k, and where k e is
 .isomorphic to a subfield of l, the algebra Cay T , e is defined o¨er k.1
 . =Cay T , 1 splits. For c, e g k which are no squares in k, and where1’ ’ .  .k c , k e are not isomorphic to a subfield of l,
Cay T , c ( Cay T , e if and only if c ' e mod k=2 . .  .1 1
’ ’ .   .  ..   .b Let D [ Cay k c m R, E , mN c and D [ Cay k e m1 c 2
 ..R, E , hN e be two nonsplit quaternion algebras not defined o¨er k.e
 . =  .  .i Choose d, s g k such that c, d and e, s are di¨ isionk k
 .algebras which do not split o¨er l. If they are not isomorphic then Cay D , d1
 .and Cay D , s are not defined o¨er k and are not isomorphic.2
 . =  .  .ii For d g k such that c, d ( Mat k it follows thatk 2
 .  . =  .  .Cay D , d ( Zor R . For d g k such that c, d ( Mat l the algebra1 l 2
 . =  .  .Cay D , d is defined o¨er k. For s, d g k such that c, d and c, s are1 l l
di¨ ision algebras,
Cay D , d ( Cay D , s implies c, d ( c, s . .  .  .  .k k1 1
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’ .3.13 PROPOSITION. Let k e be a torus o¨er k which is not isomorphic
 .  .to a subfield of l, let e, d be a quaternion algebra such that e, d is ak l
di¨ ision algebra, and take m, h g k=.
 .  .  . =2a Cay R, L, mN ( Cay R, L, hN if and only if m ' h mod k .0 0
’ ’ .   .  ..   .  ..b Cay k e m R, E , mN e \ Cay k e m R, E , hN e when-e e
=’  . .e¨er m k h mod N k e .k e .’
 .  .   .  .  ...  .c Cay e, d m R, F , m N e [ yd N e \ Cay e, d mk  e, d. k
  .  .  ...  .=.R, F , h N e [ yd N e whene¨er m k h mod N e, d . e, d. e, d. kk
Hence it turns out that composition algebras over the ring R considered
w xhere behave similarly to those over the ring of fractions investigated in 6 ,
where a point of degree 2 was removed from the projective line, instead of
one of degree 4 as assumed in this section.
It still remains to investigate the conditions that set apart quadratic field
extensions kX of k which are isomorphic to a subfield of l and quaternion
algebras over k which become split over l. From now on let char k / 2, 3.
Then we may assume that
f t s t 4 q a t 2 q b t q g . .
X  .Let t , . . . , t be the zeros of f , then l [ k t , . . . , t is the splitting field1 4 1 4
 X .of f , and the Galois group G [ Gal l rk is isomorphic to a subgroup of
 . 3 2  2 . 2the symmetric group S . Let g y [ y y 2a y q a y 4g y q b be4
 . 4 3 2the cubic resolvent of f with zeros y , y , y . Let D f s 16a g y 4a b1 2 3
y 128a 2g 2 q 144ab 2g y 27b 4 q 256g 3 denote the discriminant of f.
The following possibilities arise:
 . w X x1 l : k s 24 and G ( S if and only if g is irreducible and4
 . =2D f f k . In this case there is exactly one quadratic field extension of k
which is a subfield of lX. However, it is not contained in l. Therefore any
nonsplit torus over k remains nonsplit over l.
 . w X x2 l : k s 12 and G ( A if and only if g is irreducible and4
 . =2D f g k . In this case there is no quadratic field extension of k which is
contained in lX, and therefore also no quadratic field extension contained
in l. Again, any nonsplit torus over k remains nonsplit over l.
 . w X x  . =23 l : k s 8 and G ( D if and only if g is reducible, D f f k4
 .’and f is irreducible over k D f . Then there are three quadratic field .
extensions of k which are subfields of lX, and either exactly one or all
three of them are also subfields of l. By Proposition 3.7 any Cayley]Dick-
son doubling of the torus T [ kX m R, where kX is such a subfield, isk
defined over k.
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 . w X x  . =24 l : k s 4 and G ( Z if and only if g is reducible, D f f k4
 .  .’ ’and f is reducible over k D f . Then k D f is the only quadratic .  .
field extension of k contained in lX s l, and by Proposition 3.7 any
 .’Cayley]Dickson doubling of T [ k D f m R is defined over k. . k
 . w X x5 l : k s 4 and G ( Z = Z if and only if g decomposes into2 2
linear factors over k. In this case there are three quadratic field extensions
of k which are subfields of lX s l. Again, a Cayley]Dickson doubling of
any of these viewed as tori over R, results in a quaternion algebra already
defined over k by Proposition 3.7.
We conclude that depending on the Galois group of f there can be from
one up to three ``exceptional'' tori which cannot be used to construct
quaternion algebras not defined over k, or there is none, as it happens in
 .  .cases 1 and 2 . A complete classification of the composition algebras
over R can be obtained when choosing special base fields k as in the
w xexamples presented in 6, 4.3 .
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